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Step structure on GaAs„113…A studied by scanning tunneling microscopy

L. Geelhaar, J. Ma´rquez, and K. Jacobi*
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 16 August 1999!

The GaAs(113)A surface was prepared by molecular-beam epitaxy andin situ characterized by scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM! and low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!. The occurrence of an (831)
reconstruction as proposed by Wassermeieret al. @Phys. Rev. B51, 14 721~1995!# was confirmed. Overview

STM images reveal a striking anisotropy in the step structure of this surface. While steps along@332̄# ~the 13

direction of the reconstruction! are straight for up to 2000 Å, steps along@11̄0# are extremely rough. In this
direction, kinks occur typically after less than 100 Å. The ratio of the respective lateral step densities is
864. This anisotropy is explained by applying the electron counting rule~ECR! to one-dimensional islands.

While islands along@332̄# fulfil the ECR, it is violated by islands along@11̄0#. Thus, if structures formed

additionally perpendicular to step edges along@332̄#, they would be energetically unfavorable. Hence, growth

occurs mainly by propagation along@332̄#. It is suggested that the determining structural element of
GaAs(113)A2(831) is the zigzag chain of As dimers.@S0163-1829~99!11947-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Besides reconstruction or relaxation, steps are of part
lar importance on any surface in that they can act as di
sion barriers and/or incorporation centers for growth. Th
the microscopic step structure directly influences the surf
morphology. Also, for the successful growth of devices
control of the step morphology is essential. On the one ha
flat surfaces with broad terraces and very few steps are
sirable for interfaces of heterostructures. On the other han
regular array of steps can be used as a substrate for
growth of quantum wires.1,2 GaAs(113)A has successfully
been employed as a substrate for heterostructures,3–8 quan-
tum wires9 and quantum dots,10–15 but the bare surface ha
not been characterized extensively.

In the first studies on GaAs(113)A the surface was pre
pared by ion-beam annealing~IBA ! resulting in
(131)-low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! images.16,17

Nötzel et al. reported that on molecular beam epitaxy grow
samples a regular array of$331%-facets forms,18,19 but this
finding could not be reproduced by other groups. Inste
based on scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! experiments
Wassermeieret al.20 proposed an (831)-reconstruction~cf.
Fig. 1! which was later confirmed by kinematic reflectio
high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED! simulations,21

surface core-level spectroscopy,22,23 and total energy calcu
lations using density-functional theory.24 Setzer et al.
pointed out that actually the reconstruction has to be
scribed by a matrix and that the notation‘‘(8 31)’’ is only
correct if a non-primitive unit cell is used,22 but for conve-
nience we will continue to use this short notation. Seve
authors reported a highly anisotropic surfa
roughness,18–20,25–28which is not yet understood.

The electron counting rule29–32 is a simple rule which
helps to determine whether a structural model on a co
pound semiconductor surface is stable or not. The elec
counting rule~ECR! states that all dangling bonds of th
cation ~e.g., Ga! have to be empty while all dangling bond
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of the anion~e.g., As! have to be completely filled. A struc
ture is said to fulfil the ECR if the electrons contributing
surface bands can be distributed in such a way. So far
GaAs no reconstruction has been found that violates
ECR. Pashley successfully applied the ECR to islands
GaAs~001!-~234! to explain why on this surface steps a
smooth in one direction and kinked in the perpendicu
direction.31 In this paper we will use a similar argumentatio
to explain the anisotropic step structure on GaAs(113A
-(831).

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were carried out in a multi-chamber ult
high vacuum-system, which is described in det
elsewhere.33 Samples with a typical size of 10310 mm2

were cut from GaAs(113)A wafers~n-type, Si-doped, carrier
concentration 2.531018cm23, Laser Diode!, cleaned with
propanole and introduced into the UHV system via a lo
lock. After oxide desorption samples were treated with s
eral IBA cycles. Layers 20-50 nm thick were grown by MB
at a temperature of 580 °C. The As2:Ga beam equivalen
pressure ratio was 15. After growth, samples were coo
down to 480 °C while simultaneously the As pressure w
reduced. At a base pressure of less than 331029 mbar
samples were transferred to the analysis chamber. Surf
were in situ studied by STM~Park Scientific Instruments
VP2! and LEED. STM images were acquired in consta
current mode with tunneling currents between 0.1 and 1
and sample voltages between22 and23 V.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. „831… reconstruction

The (831) periodicity of the reconstruction can clear
be seen in the LEED image shown in Fig. 2. The primiti
rhomboedric unit cell of the bulk-truncated surface and
unit cell of the reconstructed surface are indicated. In r
15 890 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Structural model of GaAs(113)A-(831). ~a! Top view. Atoms in the second and in the third layer are depicted by sm
circles. The unit cell is marked by the gray rectangle.~b! Side view. The zigzag chains of As dimers are depicted as horizontal solid l
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space the length of the latter unit cell is 32.0 Å in the@11̄0#

direction and 13.3 Å in the@332̄# direction. A structural
model of this reconstruction as proposed by Wasserm
et al.20 is presented in Fig. 1. Three atomic layers are
volved in the reconstruction, thus the corrugation is 3.4
The characteristic element is a zigzag chain of As dim
extending along@332̄# in the top layer and as well in th
middle layer, adjacent but phaseshifted by about a quarte
the length of the unit cell in this direction. Next to the midd
layer zigzag chain there is a trench reaching down to
third atomic layer, and on the other side of the trench th
are again two zigzag chains, one each in the top and
middle layer. Note that the reconstruction is not symmetri
to the plane through the trench, though. In Fig. 3 a high-
resolution STM image of this surface is shown. The brig
zigzag lines in the upper right part are the top layer
dimers, and the middle layer As dimers are also visible
between. In the lower-left corner of the image there are t
steps downwards to lower layers.

B. Step structure

A larger-area STM image is presented in Fig. 4. Also
this scale, the image is dominated by the chains of As dim
~lines from the upper left to the lower right!. The surface
roughness is, compared to low-index GaAs surfaces, fa
high and anisotropic, which is typical for this surface.20,25–28

However, there are also comparably large flat areas, for
ample in the upper middle part of Fig. 4. Also, the dim
chains are locally of a high degree of order without a
vacancies. Most striking in the image is the anisotropy of
step structure. Step edges along@332̄# are extremely straigh
over up to 2000 Å. In contrast, step edges along@11̄0# are
very rough. Only rarely more than three neighboring dim
chains end at the same position. Thus, step edges a

@11̄0# are straight for typically less than 100 Å. In som
cases, single dimer chains extend from the step edge by m
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than 500 Å~arrow in Fig. 4!. In the high-resolution STM
image in Fig. 3 it can be seen that step edges along@332̄# are
formed by complete dimer chains as they occur in the
31)-unit cell. The step edge parallel to@11̄0# formed by the
end of the dimer chain on the right-hand side of this image
not clearly resolved. Thus, it cannot be concluded if s
edges along this direction are also consistent with the rec
struction. Apparently the step structure is determined by
dimer chains characteristic for this reconstruction. A simi
anisotropy was observed on GaAs~001!-~234! whereA-type
steps~parallel to the As dimers and along@11̄0#, the 23
direction! are straighter thanB-type steps~along @110#!.34,35

The step edges are always formed by complete (234) unit
cells. The anisotropy can be quantified either by measu
step densities or island lengths along the crystallograp
axes, yielding on GaAs~001! ratios A/B ranging from 2 to
10.36–41 For this study on GaAs(113)A, six wide scan im-
ages on three samples were evaluated by counting the s

FIG. 2. LEED image of GaAs(113)A-(831). E555 eV.
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on height profiles along@11̄0# ~giving the lateral step den
sity of steps parallel to@332̄#) and along@332̄#, respec-
tively. Four height profiles were extracted per image a
direction. The step density is (1062)31023 Å 21 for steps
parallel to@332̄# and (1.360.5)31023 Å 21 for steps paral-
lel to @11̄0#, and the ratio is 864. The highest ratios on
GaAs~001! were found on surfaces that were prepared w
special care to reach thermal equilibrium~slow growth rate,
long annealing time after growth!.40,41 No special attention
was directed at this point during the experiments presente
this article. Also, the aforementioned high ratios
GaAs~001! were extracted from anisotropic island shap
thus the length over which step edges are straight with
anykinks were not measured. In a more detailed analysis
kink lengths and separations were measured and count42

The highest value reported for kinks inB-type steps was fou
unit cell lengths. In contrast, on GaAs(113)A kinks in steps
parallel to @11̄0# with a length of 25 and more unit ce
lengths are not unusual. Therefore, the anisotropy of the
structure is on GaAs(113)A at least as high as o
GaAs~001!, presumably higher.

Let us now consider one-dimensional islands on the s
face in order to understand the anisotropy of the step st
ture. One-dimensional means here that the islands exten
one direction as little as possible under the constraints of
reconstruction, and infinitely in the perpendicular directio
The structural models were constructed in such a way tha
included atoms are, whenever possible, in such a bind
configuration as they would be if they were part of the
constructed surface without an island on top. Downwa
directed open bonds were excluded. In the side view of
reconstruction in Fig. 1~b! one can see that, starting from th
trench and moving to the right-hand side, the reconstruc
consists of two upward steps followed by two downwa
steps. Instead of going down, one can imagine an additio
dimer chain formed after a third step upwards, as depicte
Fig. 5~a! by the dashed line. This way an one-dimensio

FIG. 3. High-resolution STM image of GaAs(113)A-(831).
Usample522.5 V, I 50.3 nA. The numbers in the image denote t
atomic layers, starting from the top layer.
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island along@332̄# is created. Note that the threefold ste
upwards can be seen twice in the lower-left part of Fig.
There the step leads to a higher layer and not to an isla
but the series of three dimer chains is the same. The top v
of the island structure described above is shown in Fig. 5~b!,
where the island is marked by two vertical dashed lin
Although this structure extends in direction@11̄0# by less
than one unit cell length, it is consistent with the (831)
reconstruction because atoms in new binding configurati
do not occur. The connection to the middle layer of the s
strate is achieved by~110!-like microfacets with threefold-
coordinated Ga and As atoms. The unit cell of the combin
structure of an (831)-reconstruction with one additiona
dimer chain on top is shown in Fig. 5~b! by the gray rect-
angle. Counting of all relevant electrons reveals that t
structure fulfils the electron counting rule. Apart from
single dimer chain on top there are other possible o
dimensional islands along@332̄#. Starting from the previous
structure, the normal continuation of the (831) reconstruc-
tion from the dimer chain on top would be a step downwa
to a dimer chainin the top layer of the substrate, as shown
Fig. 5~c!. It is possible to form a link to the substrate by th
usual trench element. Another configuration is the one
picted in Fig. 5~d!, where the island consists only of th
dimer chain added in Fig. 5~c!. Finally, a composition of the
islands in Figs. 5~a! and 5~c! yields an island whose width is
equal to that of a full unit cell of the (831) reconstruction
@cf. Fig. 5~e!#. There are also equivalent structures that o
would get if one started with three upward steps from
right-hand side to the left. All these structures fulfil the ele
tron counting rule.

A model of an one-dimensional island along@11̄0# is
depicted in Fig. 6. Again, the island is marked by two dash
lines and the unit cell by a gray rectangle. Opposed to
situation described in the previous paragraph, in direct

@11̄0# it is not possible to divide the (831)-unit cell into
smaller elements, like for example dimer chains, witho
breaking bonds. The model shown in Fig. 6 is the smal
possible island with an (831) periodicity. However, even in

FIG. 4. Overview STM image of GaAs(113)A-(831).
Usample522.5 V, I 50.2 nA.
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FIG. 5. Models of one-dimensional islands along@332̄#. ~a! One dimer chain on top, side view.~b! One dimer chain on top, top view
~c! Two dimer chains, side view.~d! One dimer chain in top layer, side view.~e! Full unit cell width, side view~not in scale!.
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to
order to build this island, bonds of the (831) reconstruction
have to be broken. The dangling bonds created this way
highlighted by a darker shading. Ga atoms with even t
dangling bonds occur. Hence, it is not surprising that t
structure does not fulfil the electron counting rule. There
one other possible island structure. In the model presente
Fig. 6~a! the part of the dimer zigzag chain added to form t
island is within the chain directed from the lower right-ha
side to the upper left-hand side~‘‘zig’’ !. If the island is
placed on the substrate shifted by half a unit cell in direct

@332̄#, the added part of the dimer chain is directed from
lower left-hand side to the upper right-hand side~‘‘zag’’ !.
The side view of the island created this way looks the sa
as in Fig. 6~b!. This island contains the same number of ea
different type of dangling bond and is thus equivalent to
depicted one. Also by putting the additional dimers onto
left-hand side of the substrate top layer equivalent islands
formed. By adding single atoms or dimers we have not b
able to find an one-dimensional island along@11̄0# that ful-
fils the ECR, either.

The previous considerations enable us now to explain
highly anisotropic step structure on GaAs(113)A-(831).
From a step edge along@11̄0# fingerlike structures can grow
into the perpendicular direction without violating the EC
This is indeed observed in the STM images~cf. arrow in
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Fig. 4!. Thus, step edges along@11̄0# are very rough. In
contrast, a structure extending from a step edge along@332̄#
would not fulfil the ECR and, thus, would be energetica
unfavorable. Hence, step edges along@332̄# are extremely
straight.

The different possible one-dimensional islands in dire
tion @332̄# along with the STM images imply that the dete
mining structural element of GaAs(113)A is actually not the
(831)-unit cell but the zigzag chain of As dimers. The st
structure of the surface is inherent already in the unit c
which comprises three atomic layers. This conclusion is s
ported by a study on InAs~311!A.43 In STM images bright
rows running along @ 2̄33# were observed as on
GaAs(311)A-(831) and interpreted as As-dimer chain
However, RHEED revealed a (531) and a (1532) period-
icity, depending on preparation conditions. The authors c
cluded that there are the same As-dimer chains on the sur
as on GaAs(113)A-(831), but in a different arrangemen
resulting in a different unit cell.

Our findings also suggest that growth o
GaAs(113)A-(831) takes place mostly by propagatio
along @332̄#. The same was reported on InAs~311!A based
on a strong azimuthal dependence of RHEED oscillation43

A careful inspection of the structural model shown in Fig
makes growth by incorporation at step edges parallel
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FIG. 6. Model of an one-dimensional island along@11̄0#. ~a! Top view. ~b! Side view.
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@11̄0# plausible. The formation of this step always yiel
more dangling bonds than on the reconstructed terraces,
species diffusing on the surface can easily find binding si
In contrast, at step edges parallel to@332̄# @cf. Fig. 5~b!#
there is the same number of dangling bonds in the sa
configuration as on terraces.

There are three possible causes for the anisotropic
structure: different step energies, different step reactivit
and anisotropic diffusion on the surface. In this paper,
have addressed the first two points. The results of apply
the electron counting rule suggest that the energy of s
along@332̄# is lower than the one of steps in the perpendic
lar direction. The occurrence of new dangling bonds in
structural model presented in Fig. 6 makes plausible that
incorporation probability is higher at step edges paralle

@11̄0#. Thus, these two factors affect the step morphology
the same direction. An evaluation of the influence of diff
sion is not possible on the basis of our results. Diffusion
GaAs(113)A was examined by Pristovseket al.,28 but a pos-
sible anisotropy was not considered.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The step structure of GaAs(113)A-(831) exhibits a
striking anisotropy. While step edges along@332̄# are ex-
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tremely smooth, step edges along@11̄0# are very rough. This
finding can be explained by applying the electron count
rule to one-dimensional islands on this surface. Islands al

@11̄0# violate the ECR, thus structures protruding from st

edges along@332̄# would be energetically unfavorable. I

contrast, islands along@332̄# fulfil the ECR, and fingerlike

structures extending from step edges along@11̄0# are seen in
the STM images. Our findings suggest that the determin
structural element of this surface is the zigzag chain of
dimers and that this must be energetically very favorab
Also, it is suspected that growth occurs mainly by propa

tion along@332̄#.
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